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Suit Up 

Week 7 

Elementary School 

Large Group Script 

Week 7 – Elementary  
Large Group Script 

 
Need to Know 
Suit Up with the Sword of the Spirit 

 
Bible Story 
Jesus is Tested in the Wilderness 

Matthew 4:1-11 

 
Characters: 

 THE CLOCK - this superhero’s name comes from his/her ability to distort time. He/she can 

speed time up, pause it, and slow it down. While this comes in handy on those Monday 

mornings that The Clock doesn’t want to go to school, it also helps him/her defeat villains 

by speeding up his/her punches and slowing theirs down. Of course, along with 

superpowers comes a superhero suit, and The Clock’s most important asset -- his/her 

watch, which is how he/she goes about changing time (and communicates with Iris). The 

name also comes from his/her ability to really CLOCK his/her opponents. His/her fists have 

been supercharged with electromagnetic energy and are virtually indestructible. In 

normal, everyday life, The Clock lives as John/Jane Smith, an average citizen going 

about an ordinary life. But when the world needs saving, The Clock comes to its rescue. 

And although his/her best friend Sid somehow keeps forgetting after all these years, it’s 

NEVER just “Clock.” It is always “THE Clock.” The Clock is also very prideful about his/her 

superpowers, taking all the credit and constantly bragging about his/her abilities. 

o Character inspiration: Quicksilver from X-Men: Days of Future Past, Hiro from 

Heroes TV Show 

 

 SID - the most normal of all normal. Sid sometimes feels inferior in the presence of his/her 

best friend, The Clock. Sid has gotten somewhat used to The Clock messing with time 

over the past five years of being best friends, but it still catches him/her off guard when it 

happens. One thing Sid DOES have is the largest collection of superhero comics, TV 

shows, and movies. Sid can remember any situation that any hero has faced. This 

sometimes helps The Clock when he/she doesn’t know what to do. Sid is a good and 

loyal friend, grounded in truth. Sid keeps The Clock’s secret identity quiet, which is difficult 

because Sid is the most talkative person you’ve ever met. He/she will talk your ear 

off...then once your ear falls off, he/she will keep talking to it. Sid is friendly toward 

everyone, but gets very overwhelmed when in a crowd of more than 10-20. Sid recently 

found out that this is called agoraphobia - the fear of large crowds. So he/she added 

that to the list of other phobias he/she has - claustrophobia and acrophobia. 

o Character inspiration: Lilly from Hannah Montana Show (never told Miley’s secret), 

Donkey from Shrek (amount of talkativeness) 

 

 IRIS (video) - incredibly smart analyst for superheroes. She helps the superheroes locate 

the most recent crisis, navigate their routes, sift through villain profiles, and upload data 

based on the situation the heroes are in. Iris has the superpower of reading minds, which 

helps her find a superhero anytime she needs, and answer their questions before they 

even have them! Iris is calm and patient, never getting stressed out by the situation.  
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 ACRO PHOBIA (video) - a supervillain who is afraid of heights (hence his name) and 

disgusted by all things theme parks. When he was a child, he cried the whole time he 

rode the world’s tallest roller coaster and all the other kids made fun of him. So now, he 

has perfected his villainy and is on his way to use it against his most disliked theme park - 

Epic World. He is coming back to wreak havoc on everything in the park making 

everyone else’s experience as miserable as his was. 

 

Props: 

 Folder - offstage 

 Sticky Note - stuck to front of folder 

 Picture - inside folder 

 Papers - inside folder 

 Watch - The Clock is wearing 

 Corn Syrup - offstage where The Clock will get it 

 Fruit Punch - offstage where The Clock will get it 

 Flyers - offstage: stack for The Clock and one for Sid 

 Cup of Water - offstage where Sid will get it 

 Soap - offstage where Sid will get it 

 Trash Can - on stage 

 Game Card – offstage for game 

 Bubble Cards – place offstage for game 

 Ice Cards – place offstage for game 

 Super Stretchy Sticky Hands (2) – place offstage for game 

 Large Candy Prize (1) – place offstage for game 

 Small Candy Prize (1) – place offstage for game 

 

PLAY Environmental Music in iTunes (until Counter fires) 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk7_Intro 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Counter 

 

  AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching (Logo with teaching music) 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

Worship leader(s) enter(s). 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Welcome back to Suit Up! If you’re having a great day today, turn to the person beside you and 

give them a high five! (Allow kids to give high fives)  

 

All right! I’m having a great day today, too! “Why is it so great?” you might ask. Let me tell you! 

It’s because we are in this awesome series about some superheroes who are trying to save an 

amusement park called Epic World from being taken over by a villain named Acro Phobia. 

They’ve had to learn about the armor of God and how to use it in order to defeat this enemy.  

 

So far, we’ve learned about five pieces of the armor of God. It can be hard to remember what 

they all are, but we have an awesome song that will help us! So everyone stand up and let’s sing 

it! 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Song (“The Full Armor of God”) 
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 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching  

 

Great! I’m sure Acro Phobia has another evil plan for Epic World today, so let’s meet up with The 

Clock and Sid so they can figure out how to save the day! If you’re ready to find out what’s 

going to happen today, then put three fingers in the air and count down with me! 

3...2...1...ACTION! 

 

Worship leader(s) exit. 

 

 

ACT 1: Acro Phobia’s File 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Opener 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

THE CLOCK and SID enter. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Sad) I’m so bummed that this vacation is almost over and I haven’t gotten to experience Epic 

World the way I wanted AND I haven’t defeated Acro Phobia yet! (Thinking) It’s like I need 

something...one last thing that I can use to attack him! 

 

SID 

(Shrugging shoulders) I’ve gotten to enjoy everything I wanted in Epic World!  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Clarifying) Well yeah, but you don’t like riding tall roller coasters like I do. 

 

SID 

(Defensive) Because of my acrophobia! It’s a fear of heights and it’s a real thing! (Thinking, 

starting to ramble) Hmmm...I wonder if the villain Acro Phobia HAS acrophobia. Because if so, 

then it would be really confusing to be his doctor. I mean, can you picture that conversation? 

(Imitating a doctor) “Yes, I’d like to see the file about Acro Phobia’s acrophobia, please.” It 

would be - (gets interrupted) 

 

VOLUNTEER slides folder onto stage. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Interrupting, seeing the folder) A file! 

 

SID 

(Doesn’t know what The Clock is talking about, thinks The Clock is interested in his/her story) Oh 

good! You’re listening to my story! So then the doctor would... 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Interrupting again) No, no, no! (Picking up folder and showing it to Sid) I mean an actual file!  
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SID 

(Understands now) Oooooh! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Taking sticky note off of folder and reading it) There’s a note from Iris on here. She said that she 

finally found Acro Phobia’s villain file. She sent us everything they have about him in the 

database at SUPRE, you know, the superhero league I’m part of back home.  

 

SID 

(Getting impatient) Wellll...what’s in it? 

THE CLOCK 

(Opening folder and handing Sid the picture of Acro Phobia) First of all, it has Acro Phobia’s most 

recent picture.  

 

SID 

(Taking picture and looking at it, stifling a laugh) Woooow. That is a bad picture. It looks like he 

SNEEZED instead of saying CHEESE! 

THE CLOCK 

(Reading off of papers inside folder) Oh, this is the good stuff! It tells all about Acro Phobia’s 

background and what his evil powers are. (Clarifying) Of course, we already know that he has 

the evil power to teleport. (Reading from papers) But it also says that Acro Phobia can’t stand 

amusement parks because… (Stops mid-sentence and starts laughing) 

 

SID 

(Confused) What? Can’t stand amusement parks because there are too many people? 

(Adding on) Because I understand that!  

THE CLOCK 

(Pointing to where he/she is reading on the papers) No! Because when he was a little boy, his 

friends made him ride a tall roller coaster. He was so scared that he cried like a little baby and 

his snot got all over his friends! Hahahah! What a scaredy cat! 

 

 

ACT 2: Weapon Against Acro Phobia 
 

SID 

(Sensitive) Hey! Wait a second! I’m scared to ride on tall rides, too! That doesn’t make me a 

baby or a scaredy cat! (Thinking back) But I guess that DOES mean that Acro Phobia really DOES 

have acrophobia! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Realizing) Sid! Do you know what this means? (Continuing, not waiting for an answer) I was 

waiting for something I could use to finally defeat Acro Phobia. And THIS (shaking folder) is it! I 

can use all of this information against him! 

 

SID 

(Giving picture back to The Clock to put into folder, feeling unsure about doing this) I don’t 

know, The Clock. It doesn’t feel right to defeat Acro Phobia by making fun of him, whether he’s 

a villain or not. 
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THE CLOCK 

(Rolling eyes, reluctant) Fiiiiiiine. (Looking at picture) But I AM going to hold on to this picture. It 

would be a GREAT throwback Thursday one week! I’m SO glad Iris sent us this file! (Pretending to 

hear watch beeping and looking at it) Speaking of her, she’s beeping in to my watch right now! 

 

FIRE:SUP_ES_Wk7_Iris1  

 

IRIS 

Oh good, you got the file about Acro Phobia. I thought it would be helpful in learning how to 

defeat him. And I think you got it just in time, because I know what he’s going to do next! You 

know how there is a camera on some of the rides at Epic World? The camera takes a picture of 

everyone on the ride at the scariest part, and then you can see the pictures at the end. Well, 

I’ve seen some security footage of Acro Phobia putting ICE into those cameras. It seems that he 

is trying to freeze people’s faces so that they’ll be frozen scared like they are in their picture 

forever! You need to suit up and stop him before someone gets hurt! 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 

 

SID 

(Worried) Oooh. That would not be good if it happened to me. Because on the scariest part of 

the ride, my face usually looks like this (makes really overdramatic scared face). And I would 

NOT want it to be frozen like thatr.  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Busting out laughing)  

 

SID 

(Offended) Hey! I know that face was ridiculous, but I can’t help it! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Still laughing, but waving hands, as if saying “no”) Oh no, I’m not laughing at you! I’m laughing 

at the thought of Acro Phobia climbing to the tops of these roller coasters to put ice in the 

cameras! I bet he’s going to cry the whole time because he would be so scared! 

 

SID 

(Kindly reprimanding The Clock) Woah now, I thought we decided that we weren’t going to 

make fun of Acro Phobia anymore! We need to think of a different way to defeat him! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Trying to stifle laughter) You’re right, I’m sorry. (Pressing watch to pause time) 

 

SID freezes in place, as if paused. 

 

THE CLOCK (cont’d) 

(Cracks up laughing one more time) Hahahahaha! (Taking a deep breath) Ok. I just had to get 

that out without Sid knowing about it. (Taking a few more deep breaths) Whew! Ok, I’m all good 

now! (Presses watch to unpause time) 

 

SID 

(Unfreezing, moving arms and legs around as if they are stiff, then gets suspicious) Wait a 

second! Why does my body feel like it’s been paused? What did you do? 
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THE CLOCK 

(Playing it off, acting cool) What? Me? Nothing! (Trying to change subjects) But, hey, I thought of 

a way that we could stop Acro Phobia! I remembered that my mom used to make this special 

bubble solution that could melt ice. I bet we could pour that into the cameras to melt Acro 

Phobia’s ice AND make the ride more fun for everyone! All we need is water, soap, corn syrup, 

and the magic ingredient - fruit punch! 

 

 

ACT 3: Bubbles! 
 

SID 

(Making a mental checklist) Ok, got it! We can get water and soap from the bathroom and I 

don’t know about corn syrup, but we can get POPcorn syrup and fruit punch at the popcorn 

stand right over there (pointing offstage).  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Making a plan) You go get water and soap. I’ll get the popcorn syrup and fruit punch! Let’s 

meet back here as soon as we have our stuff! 

 

THE CLOCK exits in the direction SID pointed, and SID exits the other direction. 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Later 

    

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 

 

THE CLOCK enters, carrying corn syrup, fruit punch, and flyers. He/she sets down the corn syrup 

and fruit punch on stage. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Laughing to self) Aw man this was the best idea I’ve ever had! (Explaining to kids) I decided to 

slow down time for a little bit so that Sid would take longer to get water and soap. Meanwhile, I 

had plenty of time to make THESE (showing flyers to kids) awesome flyers! (Looking at the flyer 

and laughing) I drew a picture of Acro Phobia crying! I hung them up ALL OVER the park so 

everyone will know that they don’t need to be afraid of this scaredy cat who calls himself a 

villain! 

 

SID enters, carrying cup of water, soap, and ONE flyer. When THE CLOCK sees SID, THE CLOCK 

hides the flyers behind his/her back. 

 

SID 

(Angry, holding up flyer) The Clock! I found this flyer hanging up outside the bathroom. Did you 

have anything to do with this? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Covering up, obviously hiding something) Me? No! (Looking at flyer) But whoever drew that 

picture could be a professional! I mean the quality is excellent! 

 

SID 

(Suspicious, trying to look behind The Clock’s back) Then what are you hiding behind your back? 
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THE CLOCK 

(Showing one hand, leaving flyers hidden behind back) My hand, of course! What else would it 

be? 

 

SID 

(Trying to see behind The Clock’s back) What about your other hand? I know you’re hiding 

something! 

 

SID keeps trying to look behind THE CLOCK’s back, and THE CLOCK keeps spinning away from 

SID. When SID grabs one of THE CLOCK’s arms, the flyers get loose and fly all over the stage. 

 

SID 

(Grabbing The Clock’s arm) Let me see what’s in your hand! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Turning away from Sid, making the flyers go all over the stage, but still trying to deny his/her 

involvement) What?? How did those get behind my back? That’s so weird! 

 

SID 

(Mad) I can’t believe this! First, you decide to pick on Acro Phobia, and now you’re lying to me? 

What’s going on with you?  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Convicted, feels bad) I know. I’m sorry. It’s just so easy to make fun of Acro Phobia after he’s 

been mean to me! I just don’t know what to do when I’m tempted to do the wrong thing. I 

always end up doing it, even if I know it’s wrong! 

 

 

ACT 4: Sword of the Spirit 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk7_Iris2 

 

IRIS 

Hey there The Clock! I noticed that you were tempted to do the wrong thing, and you did it. 

Instead, you should have used a weapon from the armor of God called the sword of the Spirit. 

The sword is God’s Word, the Bible! When we use the sword of the Spirit, we will remember what 

God’s Word says and how to use it in any situation. Let me show you how Jesus used God’s word 

as a sword when He was tempted: 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Wk7_BibleStory 

 

One day, the Holy Spirit led Jesus into the desert. He was in the desert for 40 days and 40 nights 

without eating, and He was very hungry. The devil came to Jesus while He was in the desert and 

tried to tempt Him three times. 

 

The first time, the devil could tell Jesus was hungry so he tried to use that against Him. He said, “If 

you are the Son of God, tell these stones to become bread.” But Jesus said, “It is written: ‘Man 

does not live on bread alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God.’” 
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Then, the devil took Jesus to the top of a temple and said, “Since you are God’s son, you should 

jump. You won’t get hurt. The angels will catch you.” But Jesus saw that the devil was trying to 

use the Bible against him and said, “It is also written: ‘Do not put the Lord your God to the test.’”  

 

Finally, the devil took Jesus to a very high mountain. He showed Him all the kingdoms of the 

world and their glory. Then, the devil said, “If you bow down and worship me, I will give you all 

this.” But Jesus had had enough. He knew that was the wrong thing to do and remembered 

another Bible verse! Jesus told the devil, “Away from me, Satan! For it is written: ‘Worship the Lord 

your God, and serve him only.’” 

 

Jesus had remembered what the Bible said and was able to defend himself when He was 

tempted. In the same way, if we like making fun of someone, lying or calling names, we can use 

the sword of the Spirit to defend ourselves when we are tempted. 

 

Now, it’s time to suit up with the sword of the spirit, do what is right and save the day!  

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 

 

LIGHTS AT 100%  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Convicted, understanding, starting to pick up flyers) Yeah, I was definitely doing the wrong 

thing. I wasn’t acting like a superhero at all! I need to battle these temptations with the sword of 

the Spirit before I can battle Acro Phobia! (Turning to Sid) I know that God’s Word tells us to love 

one another. So I’m going to go all around the park and collect those flyers that I put up. I’ll put 

them where they belong…(throwing flyers in the trash can)...in the trash! 

 

SID 

(Stepping toward The Clock) Do you want me to help? 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Pointing toward corn syrup and fruit punch) No, I think you should stay here and make the 

bubble solution while I’m gone. That way, we can go save the people from being frozen on the 

rides! I’ll be back before you know it!  

 

THE CLOCK exits. 

 

SID 

(Nervous) Ohhhh man. I’m not sure if I know how to do this. (Looking around) I wish The Clock 

had left a recipe. What if I put too much fruit punch? I could make something explode on 

accident!  

 

(Picking up cup of water) But I guess it has to be done.  I’ll just take this water...then squirt some 

soap into it. (Squirts some soap into the cup) Next, I can add some popcorn syrup. (Pouring a 

few drops of corn syrup into the cup) And finally, the fruit punch.  

 

(Hesitant) Please don’t explode...please don’t explode...please don’t explode…(putting straw 

into fruit punch and squeezing some of it into cup, wincing and trying to stay far away from 

possible explosion)  

 

(When there’s no explosion, Sid relaxes) Ahhhh...that was close. 
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THE CLOCK enters without SID hearing. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Loudly, so that Sid thinks something exploded) ALLLLL DONE! 

 

SID 

(Freaking out, almost dropping cup) AHHHH! (Turning to see The Clock, relieved) Don’t scare me 

like that! I thought the bubble solution exploded or something.  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Doesn’t understand what he/she did wrong) Uhhh...ok. I was just letting you know that I finished 

taking down all the flyers. How’s that bubble solution (looking inside cup)? 

 

SID 

(Handing cup to The Clock) All finished! Now you can save the day and rescue everyone from 

being frozen in place. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Taking cup from Sid) Any chance you want to come with me to climb to the tops of the roller 

coasters and put the bubble solution into the cameras? 

 

SID 

(Backing away) Not even the smallest chance! You can do that all by yourself! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Eager to save the day) Great! Then I’ll just pause time while I do this so that no one will be frozen 

in the meantime!  

 

SID 

(Putting hands out) WAIT! Before you do, I want to get comfortable! (Lies down on stage) Now 

you’re good. I just don’t like it when you pause time while I’m doing something uncomfortable. 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Fumbles for a second with how to hold the cup and press the watch, then finally gets it)  

 

SID freezes, as if paused. THE CLOCK exits, taking the cup with him/her.  

 

THE CLOCK enters a few seconds later, leaving the cup offstage.  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Pressing watch to unpause time) Man, that was actually really fun! 

 

SID 

(Unpausing, standing up) Good! I hope your bubble solution worked!  

 

THE CLOCK 

(Holding up arm with watch) Well, I just noticed that Iris sent me some pictures from the on-ride 

cameras, so let’s check them out to make sure no one got frozen! 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk7_Pictures (Bubble pictures) 
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As the pictures change, THE CLOCK scrolls on his/her watch to make it look like he/she is 

controlling the pictures changing. 

 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 

 

SID 

(Pointing to The Clock’s watch) Hey! I didn’t recognize one of those rides, and I actually think it 

looked really fun! We should go ride it! 

 

THE CLOCK 

(Excited) I’m always down for riding more rides! Let’s go! 

 

THE CLOCK and SID exit. 

 

LIGHTS DOWN 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_To Be Continued... 

 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching 

 

LIGHTS AT 100% 

 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

Worship leader(s) enter. 

 

WORSHIP LEADER 

Wow! I’m so glad that The Clock realized that the way he/she was acting was wrong! You know 

what, there are times when I’m tempted to do the wrong thing, too. Sometimes I’m tempted to 

tell a lie, gossip to my friends, and even think I’m better than others. But these temptations are 

from the enemy, and the best way to fight them is by using a piece of the armor of God. Can 

you guys tell me if I should use the lightsaber of the world OR the sword of the Spirit? (Sword of 

the Spirit) 

 

That’s right! And when you are tempted to do something wrong, YOU can use the sword of the 

Spirit, too. The sword of the Spirit is God’s Word - the Bible. When you want to use the sword of 

the Spirit, God’s Holy Spirit inside your heart will help you remember Bible Stories and verses 

you’ve heard here at church and read at home! These will help you do the right thing. So if you 

think it would be awesome to suit up with the sword of the Spirit, say this after me! 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk7_N2K (Text with teaching music) 

 

Suit Up (Pause for kids to repeat) 

With the Sword of the Spirit (Pause for kids to repeat) 

 

(Optional Motions)  

Suit Up (superman pose) 

With the Sword of the Spirit (pretend to pull out a sword from waist) 

 

That sounded great! To help us remember to suit up with the sword of the Spirit, let’s play a 

game! 
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FIRE: SUP_ES_Game 

 

Worship leader(s) facilitates game with Game Card: 

 

Name: Super Stretch  

 

Who Will Play: 2 Players 

 

Goal: Be the first player to get the most cards in 30 seconds.  

 

Instructions:  

 Select two players. 

 Spread out Bubble Cards and Ice Cards on stage in front of players. 

 Using only their Super Stretchy Sticky Hands, player 1 needs to get all of the 

bubble cards, and player 2 will get all of the ice Cards. 

 The first player to get all of their cards or the player with the most cards after 30 

seconds is the winner! 

 Count down: Three, two, one… GO! 

 Reward the player who wins with the large candy prize and the other player with 

the small candy prize. 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Teaching 

 

Tie in teaching: 

Great job getting all of those cards with your super stretchy sticky hands! You were able 

to remember what cards you needed to win the game. We can also remember to do 

what’s right by using the sword of the Spirit, God’s Word. 

 

I love that game! And it will definitely help me remember to suit up with the sword of the Spirit. 

Now, I want to pray and thank God for giving us His Word so we can use it to defeat the enemy. 

Everyone bow your heads and close your eyes! 

 

Prayer: Heavenly Father, thank you for giving us your Word, the Bible! Help us to remember what 

it says and use it like a sword to cut down temptation every time we want to do the wrong thing. 

We love you! Amen. 

 

(Dismiss kids) 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Outro 

 


